
What do you know?
Colorado Kids: January 10, 2017

 
1. Who chooses the winners of the Colorado Children’s Book Awards? 
l. Kids and librarians
c. Kids who have read one of the nominees and really liked it 
r. Kids who have read at least three of the nominees
t. All of the above

2. In what culture’s mythology are the Magnus Chase books set?
t. Greek
l.  Roman
w. Norse
n. Chinese

3. Why does Sylvia Goodman say “The Magisterium” series is the opposite of Harry Potter? 
h. Callum Hunt did not want to learn magic and Harry did.
w. Callum’s parents wanted him to learn magic; Harry’s guardians did not.
r.  Callum is very rebellious; Harry was not.
y. All of the above

4. With which of these statements about “Dork Diaries” would Sanya Bhartiya NOT agree?
m.  The series is a comedy version of things that happen in middle school.
e.  The series is best for older kids who have been to middle school.
y.  The series is fun, but it’s not very well written.
f.   All of the above

5. According to the article on Page Two, why is it good news that Denver’s ranking has gone down?
a. Because it’s a measure of what cities have the most bed bugs.
n. Because most people aren’t interested in football anyway.
i. Because bed bugs are helpful.
p. All of the above

6. According to Lincoln Boyd’s review, how might a reader react to the book “Crenshaw”? 
w. Laughter
o. Crying
f.  Feeling good
s. All of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this question:

This job title tells you that the person probably
spends a lot of time in the forest.                                 ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 
                                                                                              6            5              2             3            4             1

What do you think?
Old Man is a mischief-maker. Do you enjoy reading about people who break the rules, or do you find them 
unappealing? Write a brief  essay about a book you’re read with a mischief-maker as its main character. 
How did you feel about that character and that story?



Proofreading:
There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

The book will kept you up all night, and fan’s of Rick Riordans passed books 

will definitely not be dissappointed by this one.

Summarize the story:
Use three sentences to tell about Louis Sachar’s new book, “Fuzzy Mud.”

1.

2.

3. 

Look it up!
Each of these stars is part of a constellation known for a meteor shower that comes from its direction. For 
each star, tell the name of the constellation it is in and the month when the meteor shower coming from 
that direction takes place. We’ve done the first one for you.

 Vega     Lyra     April

 Pollux

 Algol

 Betelgeuse

 Regulus

 Beta Aquarii


